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RACKS

FOCUS

FOCUS-ODFL are light ETSI metal frames designed to reach 
the maximum modularity and fl exibility to allow easy on-site 
assembly. They are available in two heights; 2 mt and 2.20 mt.
FOCUS - ODFL range include modules and kits, which allow 
composing ad hoc structure upon your own design needs. 
Thank to that features, this product is suitable for diff erent 

type of applications.Inside, FOCUS-ODFL frames it’s possible to 
install diff erent type of subracks. All fi ber optic cables can enter 
into subracks trays’ from left, right or backside; adequate bend 
control on all fi bers optic routing is always guaranteed. 
Furthermore, into side module extension of the rack it’s 
possible to store and organize patchcords and pigtails. 

ODFL Optical Distribution Frame Light

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Bend radius protection throughout the frame

Fully front  accessibility 

Maximum � exibility and modularity

ETSI Compliant

APPLICATION

Exchange, primary distribution points, customer’s premises

Central O�  ces, telecommunication equipment rooms

Weather-protected locations, such as building basements

RACK
TYPE

DIMENSIONS CAPACITY  (SUBRACKS)
COLORS

HEIGHT AVAILABLE 
WIDTHS DEPTH ETSI (25 mm)

(STANDARD IEC 60917-2)
1U

(2 INCH)
2U

(3.5 INCH)
3U

(5 INCH)

FOCUS ODFL-2 2200 600-900-1200-1050 300 80 40 22 16 RAL 7035
Gray
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RACKS

FOCUS

PACKAGING FEATURES

ODFL ORDERING INFORMATION

OPTOTEC PN. EXAMPLE:

FOCUS ODFL 2 600 A

SERIE 
NAME

HEIGHT
RACK

WIDTH
 RACK

TYPE        
 RACK

FOCUS ODFL 2=2200 600 A = STAND ALONE

750 B = WITHOUT SIDE PANELS

900 C = NO SIDE PANEL NO CENTRAL DOORS

1200

1050

 ALL ODFL A TYPES, INCLUDE PARTS UNDER REPRESENTED.
HOWEVER, ALL KITS MAY ALSO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY, TO CONFIGURE RACKS ACCORDING 
TO CUSTOMERS REQUIREMENTS.

PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICES FOR FURTHER INFO

KIT 6 BENDING 
CONTROL

6 pieces cables 
limiter drums

KIT LINK 600
link module

600 mm

KIT MODULE 300
300 x 300 mm

KIT MODULE 150
Module150 mm

KIT 2 DOOR
2  addictional 

doors

KIT 2 PANEL
2 addictional 

panels 
to use for the back 
or for to the sides

ODFL KIT AND COMPONENTS 

OPTOTEC PN. EXAMPLE:

FOCUS ODFL 2 KIT MODULE 150

SERIE 
NAME

HEIGHT
RACK

KIT  
 RACK

FOCUS ODFL 2=2200 KIT MODULE 150

KIT MODULE 300

KIT LINK 600 

KIT 6 BENDING CONTROL

KIT 2 PANEL

KIT 2 DOOR

KIT ODFL ORDERING INFORMATION

NAME - OPTOTEC ODFL KIT PACKAGING TYPE
DIMENSIONS (MT.)

GROSS WEIGHT (KG.)
WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

FOCUS-ODFL-2-KIT MODULE 300 Carton 2,20 0,35 0,15 ~29

FOCUS-ODFL-2-KIT MODULE 150 Carton 2,20 0,3 0,05 ~25

FOCUS-ODFL-2-KIT MODULE 300 ONE SIDE Carton 2,20 0,35 0,15 ~29

FOCUS-ODFL-2-KIT MODULE 150 ONE SIDE Carton 2,20 0,3 0,05 ~25

FOCUS-ODFL-2-KIT 2 PANEL Carton 2,18 0,3 0,05 ~11

FOCUS-ODFL-KIT LINK 600 Carton 0,62 0,07 0,24 ~6

FOCUS-ODFL-KIT 6 BENDING CONTROL Carton 0,21 0,32 0,15 ~1,1

*  ODFL 600 RACK IS AVAILABLE ONLY STAND ALONE A TYPE


